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Thank you for purchasing the A-Pian library. We hope you enjoy 
playing the instrument and wish it supports your musical ideas or 
even better, inspire new ones.  

The A-Pian Grand piano is an old Gaveau piano. Gaveau was a 
French piano manufacturer. The company was established in 1847 in 
Paris and used to be one of the three largest piano makers in France 
(after Érard and Pleyel). 
 

This particular piano was build in 1960 and is referred to as a 
"crapaud" ("Petite Grand" in English), which means that it's a little 
smaller than a "quart de queue" (baby grand).  It has a very 
particular sound, very bright and full of inharmonicity in the bass due 
to the short length of the strings. 

 
 
 

  



A-Pian  
The sample-set includes three velocity sustain layers, three velocity release layers, key 
noises plus a resonance layer.  Each note of the piano was recorded for full duration, 
providing an accurate sound with no artificial decay envelopes or sample loops.   

It requires 501MB if fully loaded into sample memory but only 21MB when using virtual 
memory.  11 Programs are provided. 

Programs  

A-Pian  
A-Pian 2 
A-Pian Bright 
A-Pian (w/release) 
A-Pian 2 (w/release) 
A-Pian (w/key+release) 
A-Pian 2 (w/key+release) 
A-Pian (key+resonance) 
A-Pian 2 (key+resonance) 
A-Pian Mellow (keys) 
A-Pian Mellow 
 

 

 

Programming 

SW#1 Transposes keyboard down one octave. 
SW#2 Transposes keyboard up one octave. 
Knob #8 Controls depth of the reverb effect. 

 

 

 

  



 

Terms & Conditions. EULA 

(End User License Agreement) 

 

 

Acousticsamples Copyright, Terms and conditions. 

 

Acousticsamples End User License Agreement 

Please read the terms of the following License Agreement before using any of these 
audio samples. By using any of these audio samples, you agree to become bound by 
the terms of the License Agreement. If you do not agree with the terms of the License 

Agreement, do not use any of these audio samples. 

 

You may use these Samples provided on this website, on a royalty-free basis, to create 
your own original music compositions or audio projects. You may broadcast and/or 

distribute your own music compositions or audio projects that were created using the 
Audio Content, however, individual audio loops may not be commercially or otherwise 
distributed on a standalone basis, nor may they be repackaged in whole or in part as 

audio samples, sound effects or music beds. 

 

ALL RIGHTS NOT EXPRESSLY GRANTED ARE RESERVED. 


